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Abstract Leakage of ions from themagnetosphere into themagnetosheath remains an important topic in
understanding the plasma physics of Earth's magnetopause and the interaction of the solar wind with the
magnetosphere. Here using sophisticated instrumentation from two spacecraft (Radiation Belt Storm Probes
Ion Composition Experiment on the Van Allen Probes and Energetic Ion Spectrometer on theMagnetospheric
Multiscale) spaced uniquely near andoutside the daysidemagnetopause, we are able to determine the escape
mechanisms for largegyroradii oxygen ions andmuch smaller gyroradii hydrogenandhelium ions. Theoxygen
ions are entrained on the magnetosphere boundary, while the hydrogen and helium ions appear to escape
along reconnected field lines. These results have important implications for not only Earth's magnetosphere
but also other solar system magnetospheres.

1. Introduction

The magnetopause is the boundary that separates the shocked solar wind in the magnetosheath from the
plasma in the magnetosphere, but it is permeable in that it allows particles and plasma from the magneto-
sphere to escape into the magnetosheath. In particular, energetic particles (greater than tens of keV) are
often observed outside of the magnetopause boundary that is observed as more abrupt in lower energy
particles and magnetic fields. The interaction of energetic particles with the Earth's magnetopause has been
an active area of research [e.g.,Williams et al., 1979; Krimigis et al., 1986; Sibeck et al., 1987;Mitchell et al., 1987;
Kudela et al., 1992], and it has been established that energetic particles escape the magnetosphere into the
magnetosheath via a variety of processes: (1) acceleration at the dayside reconnection region and escape
across a rotational discontinuity along reconnected magnetic field lines [Speiser et al., 1981; Cowley, 1982];
(2) outward streaming along interconnected magnetosheath and magnetospheric magnetic field lines
without acceleration [Scholer et al., 1981]; (3) finite-gyroradius “leakage” as the particles cross a tangential
discontinuity of the magnetopause [Sibeck et al., 1987; Sibeck and McEntire, 1988; Paschalidis et al., 1994]; or
(4) escape into the magnetosheath caused by particle scattering in the magnetopause current sheet during
enhanced solar wind dynamic pressure [Zong and Wilken, 1999].

Energetic oxygen bursts have been reported in the magnetosheath and upstream of the bow shock [Zong
and Wilken, 1999; Krimigis et al., 1986]. Zong and Wilken [1999] showed from Geotail data that these energetic
oxygen bursts were of magnetospheric origin. However, it was unclear as to whether these ions are escaping
into the magnetosheath or are moving along the magnetopause with their gyrocenters located inside the
magnetosphere. The observations of Zong and Wilken [1999] also showed a lack of protons and helium lead-
ing to the conclusion that the oxygen ion bursts (1) originate from activity in the magnetosphere and not
solar wind and (2) result from compression of themagnetopause that allows for previously trappedmagneto-
spheric ions to be open to the magnetopause. The characteristics of the source populations and the injection
dynamics inside the magnetosphere were not clear from these Geotail observations.

Questions remain concerning the degree to which energetic ions and electrons from the magnetosphere
populate the magnetosheath and details of the processes responsible for their escape. It is particularly inter-
esting in this regard to consider the dependence of transport on species since electrons, protons, and oxygen
represent nearly 3 orders of magnitude in larmor radii for the same energy. In addition, constraining and con-
firming the role of internal magnetosphere dynamics in coordination with observations at themagnetopause
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is key to discriminating between candidate transport hypotheses. In this study, we present an event
observed simultaneously by both the Magnetospheric Multiscale (MMS) within the magnetosheath and
Van Allen Probes missions deep within the magnetosphere to examine the species dependence of
energetic particle leakage.

2. Observations

We use data from MMS-Energetic Ion Spectrometer (EIS) [Mauk et al., 2014] and Van Allen Probes Radiation
Belt Storm Probes Ion Composition Experiment (RBSPICE) [Mitchell et al., 2013], which are nearly identical
energetic particle detectors based on a cylindrical time-of-flight geometry with six telescopes covering a
160° × 12° field of view (FOV) on the spinning spacecraft to sweep out a near full sky sample of look directions
every spin. These instruments measure both the energy (E) of energetic ions and electrons and the time of
flight (TOF) of ions. The E and TOFmeasurements allow separation of different species of energetic ions along
distinct tracks in a TOF× E matrix which is separated into three data products in the instrument: protons,
helium ions, and oxygen ions. The instrument does not distinguish between charge states of He or O.
Because the magnetosphere was strongly compressed during the event described here, the MMS spacecraft
was outside of its preprogrammed region of interest and most MMS instruments were either in a low-rate
survey mode or not collecting measurements. EIS was in survey mode, which measures the three ion species
and electrons with 1/8 spin (~2.5 s) resolution. The Van Allen Probes RBSPICE instrument was in its nominal
operating mode and producing high rate measurements throughout this event. For this study we primarily
focus on the MMS3 and Van Allen Probes B spacecraft; the spacing between the four MMS spacecraft was
much smaller than the gyroradii of the energetic ions of interest here (in a 75 nT field the gyroradius of a
50 keV proton is 430 km and 13,000 km for a 150 keV O+ ion), and no significant differences in the energetic
particle behavior were observed between the spacecraft.

At 07:45 UT on 15 August 2015, the ACE spacecraft [McComas et al., 1998; Smith et al., 1998] observed an
abrupt increase of the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) magnitude and an increase in the solar wind
dynamic pressure, along with several southward turnings of the IMF and an extended period of southward
IMF that lasted until roughly 13:15 UT. The response of the magnetosphere resulting from the IMF southward
turning and an increase in the dynamic pressure included a series of hot particle injection events in the mag-
netotail, identified from the energy-time dispersion signature of the ions. During this time the auroral electro-
jet (AE) index showed an abrupt rise to 1500 nT and the Dst index went from 10 nT to �22 nT (both retrieved
from WDC for Geomagnetism, Kyoto) indicating an enhancement in the ring current. Anderson et al. [2016]
show by comparison between the MMS data and Birkeland currents that the MMS magnetopause crossing
occurred as the polar cap expanded and that the MMS foot point crossed through a region of strong convec-
tion associated with dusk flank reconnection. This evidence shows that the magnetopause was strongly
eroded near dusk during this time.

RBSPICE first measured an energetic particle enhancement at 11:26UT (Figures 1f–1h) in association, as
described below, with the sudden compression of the magnetosphere. Subsequent injections, particularly
evident with the oxygen data, are identified in the RBSPICE data as energy-dispersed features resulting from
higher-energy particles that drift faster and arrive before the lower energies, the classic fingerprint of magne-
tically drifting particles after an energetic particle injection. While most evident in the oxygen data, the injec-
tion is also evident in proton and helium fluxes. The protons show less contrast than do the helium ions and
the oxygen ions because the magnetosphere was already well populated with protons. A second injection
event is then observed with RBSPICE at 13:05 UT (not shown). This enhancement also contains a train of injec-
tions that last until about 13:30 UT.

The four MMS spacecraft encountered a highly compressed magnetopause at 11:08UT, identified by an
increase in the magnitude and rotation of the magnetic field (Figure 1a), accompanied by a sharp boundary
in the EIS observations (Figures 1b and 1c). The crossing appeared in EIS was as an abrupt reduction in inten-
sities of protons and helium ions as the spacecraft moves from the magnetosphere to the magnetosheath.
Across the boundary, the magnetic field increases in magnitude from about 50 nT to 100 nT and rotates from
northward to southward.

MMS-EIS observed the first energetic particle enhancement in its oxygen channel at nearly the same time as
RBSPICE (11:20 UT), followed by an energy-dispersed feature at 11:34 as additionally highlighted in the line
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plots in Figure 2. We note that the spa-
cing of the MMS and Van Allen Probes
spacecraft was too small to see any
differences in this feature between the
different spacecraft within each mission.
This energy-dispersed feature is inter-
preted here as an injection of energetic
particles that then drift to the locations
of the MMS and Van Allen Probes space-
craft with higher energies arriving before
lower energies due to their faster drift
times. Based on a rough guiding-center
drift-time analysis, the energy-dispersed
feature observed in oxygen ions at both
MMS and Van Allen Probes is consistent
with an energetic particle injection at
11:25 that has drifted to the location of
the two spacecraft from the nightside.
Although RBSPICE observed increases in
helium and oxygen ion intensities in the
100 to 300 keV range of 1 to 2 orders of
magnitude, EIS only observed the
enhancement and injection at these
energies in oxygen ions with no coinci-
dent increase in He. The particle
enhancement initially observed by
RBSPICE B at 11:25 is coincident with
the drop in the AL index to �1200 nT.
The initial enhancement shows little or
no dispersion; we believe this is partially
due to the compression of the magneto-
pause pushing preexisting dispersed
ions inward. At the time, MMS was
located within the magnetosheath, hav-
ing crossed the magnetopause roughly
12min prior [Cohen et al., 2016;
Anderson et al., 2016]. Within the context
of the gyrosounding interpretation given
below, the magnetopause distance from
the spacecraft is likely not greater than
~3000 km corresponding to the Larmor
radius of a 150 keV O+ in a 75 nT field.

Pitch angle distributions for selected
representative energies of each species
are shown in Figure 3 illustrating the
dichotomy between the oxygen and pro-
tons: the oxygen ions are concentrated
near 90° while the protons are monohe-
mispherical, that is, confined primarily
between 0° and 90° pitch angles. We
attribute the proton directional behavior
to boundary normal magnetic fields, an
interpretation that is supported by the

Figure 1. The time series of events on 15 August 2015 from 11:00 to
12:30 UTC as observed by MMS3 and Van Allen Probes B. Here we
show the (a) MMS-Flux Gate Magnetometer (FGM) data [Russell et al.,
2014], (b–d) energetic particle spectrograms for MMS-EIS, (e–g) Van Allen
Probes RBSPICE spectrograms along with (h) various geomagnetic
indices (retrieved fromWDC for Geomagnetism, Kyoto). We also illustrate
the energy dispersion observed by the MMS-EIS (Figure 1d) with a
notional line that traces the general shape of the observations and is
repeated over the RBSPICE observations (Figure 1g).
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detailed analysis of the electron and proton distributions at the magnetopause current layer [Cohen et al.,
2016]. The boundary normal magnetic field will allow for proton escape from the magnetosphere along the
magneticfield direction. This conclusion raises the question ofwhether the oxygen observedwith pitch angles
centered at 90° is escaping the magnetosphere, which requires examining whether the oxygen is gyrotropic.

Full angular distributions of select MMS-EIS observed energetic ions are shown in Figure 4 plotted as azimuth
angle versus elevation angle for six oxygen, one helium, and one proton energy channel. Prior to the magne-
topause crossing, the oxygen ions are primarily observed in the lowest two energy channels with roughly iso-
tropic distributions (not shown). After the magnetopause crossing the oxygen intensities narrow in both
azimuth and elevation angle (show in the first column of Figure 4). These ions are observed with distributions
centered near 90° pitch angles but are only observed from a limited range of azimuth angles. The azimuth
direction corresponds to positive ions with gyrocenters Earthward of the spacecraft.

3. Discussion and Conclusions

We interpret the nongyrotropic signature in terms of oxygen ions with gyrotrajectories that maintain contact
with the magnetosphere and that due to their large gyroradii (~3000 km or more) pass into the magne-
tosheath beyond the magnetopause current layer. This behavior is expected for a magnetospheric source.
The 90° pitch angle particles are those that will reach the furthest from the magnetopause and the boundary

Figure 2. Oxygen ion fluxes from (top) MMS3 and (bottom) Van Allen Probes Bwith energies between 141 keV and 642 keV.
The energy-dispersed feature is observed at bothMMS and Van Allen Probes starting at 11:34 UT. The dispersion feature has
nearly the same characteristics at both spacecraft in both the energies observed and timing.
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geometry will limit the observable azimuthal distribution as observed. As expected from this hypothesis, the
location in azimuth of the peak in the oxygen responses is roughly �45°, which is the expected direction for
ions with velocity vectors that are roughly tangent to the nominal magnetopause surface at the local time
where the event was observed and consistent with the southward orientation of the magnetosheath
magnetic field. The oxygen data are therefore not consistent with field-aligned escape due to its pitch angle
distribution, which would be centered along the field-aligned direction if field-aligned escape was occurring.
Theoxygen couldbe consistentwith eitherfinite-gyroradius leakageor scattering of particles in the interaction
with the magnetopause.

The protons show a very different behavior during this time. The proton enhancements, especially from
11:42–11:59 UT, are confined to pitch angles less than 90°. Both monohemispherical streaming electrons
and protons were observed during this magnetopause crossing [Cohen et al., 2016]. We interpret the protons
observed as streaming along open field lines or scattered into the magnetopause due to their pitch angle
distribution, which is centered on the field-aligned direction. We do not observe acceleration as the particles
flow along the magnetic field. At the same time, the helium observations show both field-aligned compo-
nents and 90° pitch angle features. Because MMS was in survey mode, the number of energy bins is reduced
and hence the energy bin width is large (60 keV–110 keV) and spans a large range of gyroradii (~425 km to
~850 km). This bin appears to contain both smaller gyroradius particles that will behave like the protons
and stream along the magnetic field and larger gyroradius particles that behave like the oxygen and reach
out from the magnetosphere into the magnetosheath. We attribute the proton escape to a magnetic field
component that is normal to the magnetopause. This normal component appears to be directly affecting
the proton escape from the magnetosphere and does not appear to be affecting the oxygen ions at the
boundary. This behavior is confirmed by the modeling of Mauk et al. [2016], and the differences result from
the order of magnitude differences in the oxygen and proton gyroradii.

Escape along newly reconnected field lines does not appear to be responsible for the oxygen and higher-
energy helium observations. The oxygen and helium both have distributions with significant components at
90° pitch angles and limited azimuthal distributions indicating that these particles are reaching out from the
magnetosphere into themagnetosheathandnot escaping alongnewly reconnectedfield lines. The largegyro-
radiusof theseparticles allow themto reachout into themagnetosheath, and therefore eitherfinite-gyroradius

Figure 3. EIS instrument pitch angle distributions of energetic particles from 11:00 to 13:00 on 15 August 2015. These
distributions show monodirectional protons (fluxes at 0° to 90° pitch angles) indicating escape across the magnetopause
[Cohen et al., 2016] that are observed during the same time interval when apparently trapped (peaking near 90° pitch
angle) distributions of oxygen and helium are observed that are consistent with entrainment on the magnetopause
boundary in Speiser orbits.
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leakage or scattering in the interaction with the magnetopause could be consistent with the pitch angle
distributions. Mauk et al. [2016] showed that the detailed structure of the boundary played a crucial role in
whether particles were entrained on the boundary orwere scattered onto escaping trajectories. The simulated
trajectories from thismodel are reproduced in Figure 5 and show that low-energyprotonswith 90° pitch angles
could be scattered into the magnetosheath, while energetic oxygen would be entrained onto the boundary.
Furthermore, scattering in the boundary tends to shift protons to more field-aligned directions [Mauk et al.,
2016]. Therefore, these protons could have been scattered in their interaction with the boundary or could be
escapingalongnewly reconnectedfield lines.We therefore interpret theoxygenand thehigher-energyhelium
ions to be entrained on the magnetopause boundary and only observed in the magnetosheath due to their
large gyroradii, while the protons could either be escaping along newly reconnected field lines or being
scattered into the magnetosheath due to the interaction with the boundary.

Figure 5 schematically shows our interpretation of the signatures of oxygen ions and protons and shows
results from a kinetic model of the interactions of energetic particles with magnetopause structures docu-
mented by Mauk et al. [2016]. The model emulates the measured configuration of the fields (electric and
magnetic) in the magnetosphere and magnetosheath and the rotational structure of the magnetic field
within the 400 km thick model magnetopause used here [cf. Cohen et al., 2016] and explicitly solves the par-
ticle trajectories. For this run, the magnetopause contains a boundary normal magnetic field that is 5% of the
nominal magnetosheath magnetic field strength. In the model, protons (and electrons) indeed do cross the

Figure 4. A time series from 11:13 to 11:58 of the MMS-EIS observations of energetic H+ (blues), He++ (greens), and O+

(reds) intensities plotted as elevation angle versus azimuth angle with pitch angle contours are plotted over the particle
intensities. The figure is organized with energy increasing by row with the highest energies in the bottom row of plots and
the lowest energies in the top row, and each row is labeled with the center energy of the bin.
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boundary, giving rise to magnetic field-aligned streaming particles (the red trace in the inserted figure).
Oxygen ions (blue trace), with their much larger gyroradii, behave much differently and execute Speiser
orbits which entrained them in a streaming population parallel to and in the vicinity of the boundary. The
simultaneous observation of disparate pitch angle distributions and streaming for oxygen and protons
reported here is consistent with the model.

In summary, we have presented a multispacecraft observation of an oxygen-rich energetic particle injection
event inside of the magnetosphere by the Van Allen Probes spacecraft and also just outside the magneto-
pause in Earth's magnetosheath by the MMS mission. This event was used as a test case to probe aspects of
the permeability of themagnetopause to energetic particles. This observation of energetic oxygenbursts adds
to the previously observed cases at Earth and several other solar system bodies [e.g., Baker et al., 1984; Krimigis
et al., 1985; Sergis et al., 2013], adding detail into the processes responsible for particle escape from the mag-
netosphere. We have considered the following mechanisms for particle escape from the magnetosphere:
escape along newly reconnected field lines, finite-gyroradius leakage, and scattering in the interaction with
the magnetopause finding that the protons and low-energy helium were escaping along newly reconnected
field lines and that the higher-energy helium and oxygen ions were exhibiting finite-gyroradius leakage.

Our observations uniquely reveal the behaviors of energetic oxygen and protons, with the oxygen ions
appearing to be entrained on the boundary while the protons appear to be escaping along reconnected field
lines. Contrary to interpretations of some previous reported events [e.g., Zong et al., 2001], the oxygen ions
that we measure, with their large gyroradii, do not appear to be participating in field-aligned escape from
the magnetosphere at the same time than are other ions with substantially smaller gyroradii. Zong et al.
[2001] attributed a similar event as oxygen escaping into the magnetosheath along newly reconnected field
lines. The basis of this conclusion is a principle axis analysis of the magnetic field to determine whether it is
open or closed at the time, not on the actual behavior of the particles, which in this case were very similar to
the oxygen shown in this paper (centered on 90° pitch angles with a flow away from the magnetopause).

Figure 5. The location of the Van Allen Probes spacecraft and MMS spacecraft at 11:30 UTC on 15 August 2015. This figure
also shows a notional magnetopause location displaced Earthward relative to its average location and a schematic of the
energetic particle injection observed by these spacecraft. The figure inset shows 50 keV H+ and 150 keV O+ trajectories at
the magnetopause from the model of Mauk et al. [2016].
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Zong and Wilken [1999] also show a multispacecraft observation of an energetic particle injection associated
with enhanced oxygen outside of the magnetopause. This observation reported energetic electron enhance-
ments in the magnetosphere associated with an energetic particle injection but did not have coincident
observations of energetic oxygen in the magnetosphere. These similar observations were also devoid of
protons and were unable to witness the field-aligned proton streaming.
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